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1. Langlands Functoriality
Conjecture (briefly LFC)
F = number field
G : connected, quasi-split reductive /F .
For each place v of F ,
Fv : Completion of F at v,
ov : Ring of integers of Fv,
pv : Maximal ideal of ov,
qv : Order of residue field kv = ov/pv
A = AF : Ring of adeles of F .
For each place v of F , we let Gv = G(Fv).
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Let
Ω = ⊗vΩv : Cusp Auto Repn of G(A)
Let S be a finite set of places including all
archimedean ones such that both Ωv and Gv
are unramified for any place v /∈ S. Then for
each v /∈ S, Ωv determines uniquely a semi-
simple conjugacy class
c(Ωv) ⊂
LGv
in the L-group LGv of Gv as a group defined
over Fv. We note that there exists a natural
homomorphism
ξv :
LGv −→
LG.
For a finite dimensional repn r of LG, putting
rv = r ◦ ξv, the local Langlands L-function
L(s,Ωv, rv) associated to Ωv and rv is defined
to be
L(s,Ωv, rv) = det
(
I − rv
(
c(Ωv)
)
q−sv
)−1
.
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We set
LS(s,Ω, r) =
∏
v/∈S
L(s,Ωv, rv).
Langlands [1970] proved that LS(s,Ω, r) con-
verges absolutely for sufficiently large Re(s) >
0 and defines a holomorphic function there.
Furthermore he proposed the following ques-
tion.
Conjecture (Langlands [1970]). LS(s,Ω, r)
has a meromorphic continuation to the whole
complex plane and satisfies a standard func-
tional equation.
F. Shahidi (cf. [1988] [1990]) gave a partial an-
swer to the above conjecture using the so-
called Langlands-Shahidi method.
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Special Case G = GL(n):
[1] (Godement-Jacquet[1972], Jacquet[1979])
Let n ≥ 1 be a positive integer. Assume π =
⊗vπv be a nontrivial cuspidal representation of
GL(n,AF ). Then L(s, π) := L(s, π, st) is entire.
Moreover, for any finite set S of places of F ,
the incomplete L-functions
LS(s, π) =
∏
v/∈S
L(s, πv)
is holomorphic and non-zero in Re(s) > w+ 1
if π has weight w. And we have a functional
equation
L(w+1− s, π∨) = ε(s, π)L(s, π)
with
ε(s, π) = W (π)N
(w+1)/2−s
π .
Here π∨ denotes the contragredient of π, Nπ
denotes the norm of the conductor Nπ of π,
and W (π) is the root number of π. When n =
1, this result is due to Hecke.
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[2] (Jacquet-Shalika[1981])
Given any m-tuple of cuspidal representations
π, · · · , πm of GL(n1,AF ), · · · , GL(nm,AF ) respec-
tively, there exists an irreducible automorphic
representation
π1 ⊞ π2 ⊞ · · ·⊞ πm (isobaric auto reprn)
of GL(n,AF ), n =
∑m
j=1 nj, which is unique up
to equivalence such that for any finite set S of
places,
LS(s,⊞
m
j=1πj) =
m∏
j=1
LS(s, πj).
Here ⊞ denotes the Langlands sum that comes
from his theory of Eisenstein series.
[3] (Jacquet-Shalika[1981])
Let π be an automorphic reprn of GL(n,AF ).
Then the order of pole at s = 1 of LS(s, π×π
∨)
is 1 if and only if π is cuspidal.
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Local Langlands Conjecture
(briefly, LLC)
Let G be a connected reductive group over a
local field k. Let Gk(G) be the set of all admis-
sible homomorphisms φ : W ′k −→
LG modulo
inner automorphisms by elements of LG0, and
let
∏
(G(k)) be the set of all equivalence classes
of irreducible admissible representations of G(k).
Then there is a surjective map
∏
(G(k)) −→ Gk(G)
with finite fibres which partitions
∏
(G(k)) into
disjoint finite sets
∏
φ(G(k)), called L-packets
satisfying suitable properties. Here
W ′k = Wk ⋉Ga (semidirect product)
denotes the Weil-Deligne group (Wk is the Weil
group of k).
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Remark: (a) If k is archimedean, i.e., k = R
or C, [LLC] was solved by Langlands (1973).
(b) In case k is non-archimedean, Kazhdan and
Lusztig (1987) had shown how to parametrize
those irreducible admissible representations of
G(k) having an Iwahori fixed vector in terms of
admissible homomorphisms of W ′k.
(c) For a local field k of positive characteris-
tic p > 0, [LLC] was established by Laumon,
Rapoport and Stuhler (1993).
(d) In case G = GL(n) for a non-archimedean
local field k, [LLC] was established by Harris
and Taylor (2001), and by Henniart (2000).
In both cases, the correspondence was estab-
lished at the level of a correspondence between
irreducible Galois representations and super-
cuspidal representations.
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(e) Let k be a a non-archimedean local field
of characteristic 0 and let G = SO(2n + 1)
the split special orthogonal group over k. In
this case, Jiang and Soudry (2003) gave a
parametrization of generic supercuspidal rep-
resentations of SO(2n+1) in terms of admis-
sible homomorphisms of W ′k. More precisely,
there is a unique bijection of the set of con-
jugacy classes of all admissible, completely re-
ducible, multiplicity-free, symplectic complex
representations φ : W ′k −→
LSO(2n + 1) =
Sp(2n,C) onto the set of all equivalence classes
of irreducible generic supercuspidal represen-
tations of SO(2n+1, k).
We recall that (π, V ) is said to be supercuspidal
if the matrix coefficient
fv,v∗(g) := (π(g)v, v
∗), g ∈ G
has compact support on G modulo the cen-
ter Z of G, where v ∈ V and v∗ ∈ V ∗ (the dual
space of V ) or equivalently if the Jacquet mod-
ule VN = 0 for any unipotent radical N .
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For π ∈
∏
φ(G) with φ ∈ Gk(G), if r is a finite
dimensional complex representation of LG, we
define the L- and ε-factors
L(s, π, r) = L(s, r ◦ φ)
and
ε(s, π, r, ψ) = ε(s, r ◦ φ, ψ),
where L(s, r ◦ φ) is the Artin-Weil L-function.
Remark: The representations in the L-packet∏
φ are parametrized by the component group
Cφ := Sφ/ZLS
0
φ,
where Sφ is the centralizer of the image of φ
in LG, S0φ is the identity component of Sφ, and
ZL is the center of
LG.
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LFC. Let F be a number field, and let
H and G be connected reductive groups over
F such that G is quasi-split over F . Suppose
σ : LH −→ LG
is an L-homomorphism. Then for any auto-
morphic repn π = ⊗vπv of H(A), there exists
an automorphic repn Π = ⊗vΠv of G(A) such
that
c(Πv) = σ(c(πv)), v /∈ S(π) ∪ S(Π), (1)
where
S(π)(resp. S(Π)) =
{
v | πv (resp.Πv) is ramified
}
.
We note that (1) is equivalent to the condition
LS(s,Π, r) = LS(s, π, r ◦ σ), S = S(π) ∪ S(Π)
for every finite dim complex repn r of LG.
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2. Examples of Functoriality
Example 1. Let H = {1} and G = GL(n).
Then
LH = ΓF = Gal
(
F¯ /F
)
, LG = GL(n,C)⋊ ΓF .
We set
σ¯ : Gal(K/F) −→ GL(n,C) −→ PGL(n,C).
(1) If n = 1, F× ∼= W abF . This is the so-called
Artin Reciprocity Law . In this case, Im σ¯ is
cyclic or dihedral (E. Artin, E. Hecke)
(2) The case n = 2. The image Im σ¯ is classi-
fied as follows:
(2-a) Im σ¯ is cyclic or dihedral (Artin).
(2-b) Im σ¯ = A4 is tetrahedral (R. Langlands;
Base Change for GL(2) [1980]).
(2-c) Im σ¯ = S4 is octahedral (J. Tunnell [1981]).
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(2-d) Im σ¯ = A5 is icosahedral (R. Taylor et
al.[2003] and C. Khare [2005]).
(3) The case Gal(K/F) is nilpotent and K/F
cyclic of prime degree for n ≥ 3 (L. Clozel and
J. Arthur : BC for GL(n) [1989]).
Example 2. (Cogdell, Kim, P.-S, Shahidi
[2004])
(1) H = Sp(2n), G = GL(2n+ 1) and σ is an
embedding.
(2) H = SO(2n+1), G = GL(2n) and σ is an
embedding.
(c) H = SO(2n), G = GL(2n) and σ is an
embedding.
All the above classical groups are of the split
form. For an irreducible, generic cuspidal repn
π of H(A), there is a weak functorial lift of π.
The proof is based on Converse Theorem of
Cogdell and Piateski-Shapiro.
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Let π = ⊗vπv be an irreducible admissible reprn
of GL(n,A) and τ = ⊗vτn be a cuspidal reprn
of GL(m,A) with m < n. Let ψ be a fixed non-
trivial continuous additive character of A which
is trivial on F . We define formally
L(s, π × τ) =
∏
v
L(s, πv × τv)
and
ε(s, π × τ) =
∏
v
ε(s, πv × τv, ψv).
The L-function L(s, π× τ) is said to be nice if
it satisfies the following properties (N1)-(N-3):
(N1) L(s, π × τ) and L(s, π∨ × τ∨) has A.C. to
the whole complex plane;
(N2) L(s, π× τ) and L(s, π∨× τ∨) are bounded
in vertical strips of finite width;
(N3) These entire functions satisfy the stan-
dard functional equation
L(s, π × τ) = ε(s, π × τ)L(1− s, π∨ × τ∨)
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Converse Theorem (Cogdell and
Piatetski-Shapiro [1994, 1999]).
Let π be an irred admissible repn of GL(n)
whose central character is trivial on F ∗ and
whose L-function L(s, π) converges absolutely
in some half plane. Let S be a finite set of
finite places. Assume that L(s, π × τ) is nice
for every cuspidal repn τ of GL(m) for 1 ≤ m ≤
n − 2, which is unramified at the places in S.
Then there is an auto repn π′ of GL(n) such
that πv
∼= π′v for all v /∈ S.
Example 3. (Tensor Product)
(1) GL(2)×GL(2) −→ GL(4)
(D. Ramakrishnan [2000])
(2) GL(2)×GL(3) −→ GL(6)
(Kim-Shahidi [2002]).
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Example 4. (Asgari-Shahidi [2005])
H = GSpin(m), G = GL(N) with N = m or
2[m2 ] and σ is an embedding. We note that
LH0 =


GSO(m) if m is even
GSp
(
2[m2 ]
)
if m is odd.
LF holds for an irreducible generic cuspidal
repn of H(A).
Example 5. (Jiang-Soudry [2003])
If H = SO(2n+1) and G = GL(2n),
the functorial lift from H to G is injective up
to isomorphism.
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Example 6. (Symmetric Power Product for
GL(2)).
Let H = GL(2) and G = GL(m+1). Then we
have an L-homomorphism
Symm : GL(2,C) −→ GL(m+1,C).
(1) m = 2 (Gelbart-Jacquet [1978]).
(2) m = 3 (Kim-Shahidi [2002])
(3) m = 4 (Kim [2003]).
It was observed by Langlands that the functo-
riality for Symm for all m ≥ 1 implies the Ra-
manjujan Conjecture for Maass forms (also
the Selberg Conjecture) and the Sato-Tate
Conjecture.
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Example 7. (Exterior Square for GL(4))
GL(4) −→ GL(6)
(Kim [2003])
Example 8. (P.-S. Chan and Y. Flicker
[2007])
• E/F : a quadratic ext of a number field F
• F ′/F : a cyclic ext of an odd degree
Then there is a BC functorial lifting from
U(3, E/F) to U(3, F ′E/F ′).
Tools of Proof:
⊚ Trace Formula
⊚ Known results on BC lifiting from U(3, E/F)
to GL(3, E) and on BC lifting for GL(n).
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3. Applications of Functoriality
[1] The Ramanujan Conjecture
(1-1) R.C for holomorphic cusp forms
Let
f(τ) =
∑
n≥1
an e
2πinτ (a1 = 1)
be a holomorphic cusp new eigenform for Γ0(N).
Then by P. Deligne [1974], R.C. is valid for f ,
in other words, for p ∤ N ,
|ap| ≤ 2 p
k−1
2 .
(1-2) R.C. for Maass cusp forms
Let
f(x+ iy) =
∑
n 6=0
anKs/2(2π|n|y)(|n|y)
1/2 e2πinx
be the Fourier expansion of a Maass cusp form
f for Γ0(N) such that
∆f =
1
4
(
1− s2
)
f, s ∈ C,
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where
∆ = −y2
(
∂2x + ∂
2
y
)
Laplacian.
For p ∤ N , we write
ap = p
−1/2
(
αp+ α
−1
p
)
, αp ∈ C.
Ramanujan Conj : |αp| = 1 for all p ∤ N.
Theorem (Kim-Sarnak [2003]). Let N = 1.
For any prime p,
p−
7
64 ≤ |αp| ≤ p
7
64. (2)
It is the best known estimate so far. The above
theorem is a consequence of some results in
Langlands functoriality. By the estimate (2),
the eigenvalue λ of a Maass form f is given by
λ ≥
1
4
−
(
7
64
)2
≈ 0.238037 · · · . (3)
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[2] The Sato-Tate Conjecture
Suppose f is a a holomorphic cusp new eigen-
form for Γ0(N) as above
or
Suppose f is a Maass cusp form with the as-
sumption of the validity of the Ramanujan Con-
jecture.
We set
αp = e
iθp, θp ∈ [0, π].
Sato-Tate Conjecture. The sequence
{
θp
}
is
equi-distributed (or uniformly distributed) with
respect to the measure
2
π sin
2 t dt
on [0, π]. In other words, for any real numbers
α and β with 0 ≤ α < β ≤ π,
∫ β
α
2
π
sin2 t dt = lim
X−→∞
|{p ≤ X | p ∤ N, α < θp < β}|
|{p | p ≤ X, p ∤ N }|
.
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Recently L. Clozel, M. Harris and R. Taylor
[2006] proved the Sato-Tate conjecture for el-
liptic curves with a certain condition.
Theorem [Clozel-Harris-Taylor]. Let E/Q
be an elliptic curve of non-CM type. Assume
j(E) /∈ Z. Then the Sato-Tate conjecture is
valid for E.
Ideas of Proof. By the modularity of E, the
L-function L(s, E) is entire. For a prime p, we
put
ap = p+1− |E(Fp)|.
Then
L(s, E) =
∏
p
Lp(s, E),
where
Lp(s, E) =


(
1− app−s
)−1
if p is bad,(
1− app−s+ p1−2s
)−1
if p is good.
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For a good prime p, Hasse’s inequality gives
|ap| ≤ 2 p
1/2.
We set
a∗p =
ap
2 p1/2
∈ [−1,1]
We can also write
a∗p = cos θp for a unique θp ∈ [0, π].
In this special case (the holomorphic cusp eigen-
form of weight 2 corresponding to E), the
Sato-Tate conjecture can be rephrased as fol-
lows:
Sato-Tate Conjecture. Suppose E/Q has no
complex multiplication. Then the sequence
{a∗p} (resp. {θp}) is equidistributed in [-1,1]
(resp. [0, π]) with respect to the probability
measure
2
π
√
1− t2 dt
(
resp. 2π sin
2 θ dθ
)
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Let αp and βp be complex numbers such that
αp+ βp = ap and αp βp = p.
For a good prime p, we see that
Lp(s, E) =
[(
1− αp p
−s
)(
1− βp p
−s
)]−1
.
For n ∈ Z+ and a good prime p, we put
Lp(s, E,Sym
n) =

 n∏
i=0
(
1− αip β
n−i
p p
−s
)
−1
.
There is also a definition of Lp(s, E,Symn) for
a bad prime p.
Define
L(s, E,Symn) =
∏
p
Lp(s, E,Sym
n).
If n = 1, L(s, E,Sym) is entire and nonvanish-
ing on Re (s) = 1 (R. Rankin).
If n = 2, L
(
s, E,Sym2
)
is entire (G. Shimura
[F = Q : 1975], Gelbart-Jacquet [F=any num-
ber field: 1978]).
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If n = 3, L
(
s, E,Sym3
)
is entire (Kim-Shahidi
[2002]).
If n = 4, L
(
s, E,Sym4
)
is entire (Kim [2003]).
If n = 5,6,7,8, L (s, E,Symn) extends to a
meromorphic function to C which is holomor-
phic in Re (s) ≥ 1 (Kim-Shahidi [2002]).
If n = 9, L
(
s, E,Sym9
)
extends to a mero-
morphic function to C which is holomorphic
in Re (s) > 1 and may have a pole at s = 1
(Kim-Shahidi [2002]).
Theorem (J.-P. Serre). Let E/Q be an el-
liptic curve over Q. Assume for any positive
integer n ∈ Z+, L (s, E,Symn) extends to a
meromorphic function on C which is holomor-
phic and nonvanishing in Re (s) ≥ 1+ n2. Then
the Sato-Tate conjecture is valid for E.
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When j(E) /∈ Z, Clozel, Harris and Taylor proved
that for any positive integer n ∈ Z+, L (s, E,Symn)
extends to a meromorphic function on C which
is holomorphic and non-vanishing in Re (s) ≥
1+n2. By Serre’s Theorem, the Sato-Tate con-
jecture is true for E.
In order to prove this fact, when n is odd, they
first proved that L (s, E,Symn) is potentially
automorphic, in other words, L (s, E,Symn)
is associated to a cuspidal rep of GL(n + 1)
over some totally real Galois ext of Q. This
argument involves two parts.
(1) An extension of Wiles’ technique used to
prove the modularity of an elliptic curve based
on Galois cohomology and analysis of auto-
morphic representations on different groups, in
particular unitary groups.
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(2) An extension of Taylor’s idea for prov-
ing meromorphic continuation of L-functions
attached to 2-dimensional Galois representa-
tions.
For any even n, Harris, Shepherd and Tay-
lor found a twisted form of the moduli space
of certain Calabi-Yau manifolds that could be
used to study n-dimensional Galois representa-
tions. 
Theorem [Taylor, 2008]. Let K be a totally
real field and let E/K an elliptic curve with
multiplicative reduction at some prime. Then
the Sato-Tate conjecture is true for E, i.e.,
the numbers
1 + p− |E(Fp)|
2p1/2
are equidistributed in [−1,1] w.r.t the proba-
bility measure
2
π
√
1− t2 dt.
26
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[4] Cuspidality and Irreducibility
Question: When is a functorial lift Π of π
cuspidal ? Give a criterion that Π is cuspidal.
We have partial results for the special cases.
Example 1. Let π be a cuspidal rep of
GL(2). Then the following properties are known:
(1) π is dihedral iff Sym2(π) is not cuspidal.
(G-J [1978]).
(2) Assume that π is not dihedral and not
monomial. Then π is tetrahedral if and only
if Sym3(π) is not cuspidal. (K-S [2002]).
(3) Assume that π is not dihedral and not
monomial. Then π is not octahedral if and
only if Sym4(π) is cuspidal. (Kim [2003]).
By (2) and (3), π is octahedral if and only if
Sym3(π) is cuspidal but Sym4(π) is not cuspi-
dal.
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Definitions: (1) π is called monomial if
π ≃ π⊗ η for some idele class character η of F .
(2) π is said to be solvable polyhedral if it is
dihedral, tetrahedral or octahedral.
(3) π is said to be self-dual if π ≃ π∨.
(4) π is said to be essentially self-dual if π∨ ≃
π ⊗ χ for some idele class character χ.
(5) π is said to be almost self-dual if π∨ ≃
π ⊗ ξ | · |t, where ξ is a finite order character
and t ∈ C.
(6) According to Langlands, the archimedean
component π∞ is associated to an n-dimensional
representation σ∞(π) of the real Weil group
WR. We have a canonical exact sequence
1 −→ C∗ −→WR −→ Gal(C/R) −→ 1
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which represents the unique nontrivial exten-
sion of Gal(C/R) by C∗. One has a decompo-
sition
σ∞(π)|C∗ ≃ ⊕
n
j=1χj, (4)
where each χj is a quasi-character of C
∗. π is
said to be algebraic if each χj is algebraic,
that is, there are integers pj, qj such that
χj(z) = z
pj zqj , z ∈ C∗.
We say that π is regular if the multiplicity of
each χj is one, and that π is semi-regular if
the multiplicity of each χj is at most two.
(7) An isobaric automorphic representation π
of GL(n,A) is called odd if for every one-dimen’l
representation ξ of WR occurring in σ∞(π), the
following condition
|m+(π, ξ)−m−(π, ξ)| ≤ 1,
where m+(π, ξ) (resp. m−(π, ξ)) denotes the
multiplicity of the eigenvalue +1 (resp. −1)
under the action R∗/R∗+ on the ξ-isotypic com-
ponent of σ∞(π).
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Example 2 (D. Ramakrishnan and S. Wang).
Let π and θ be cuspidal reps of GL(2) and
GL(3) respectively over a number field F . Then
the functorial lift π⊠θ on GL(6)/F is cuspidal
unless one of the following satisfies
(a) π is dihedral, and θ is a twist of Ad(π);
(b) π is dihedral, L(s, π) = L(s, χ) for an idele
class character χ of a cubic, non-normal ext K
of F , and the BC πK is Eisensteinian.
Remark. The L-function L(s, π⊠θ) is equal to
the Rankin-Selberg L-function L(s, π × θ). By
Example 1, π⊠ θ is cuspidal if π is not dihedral
and θ is not a twist of Ad(π).
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Example 3 (D. Ramakrishnan and S. Wang).
Let π and θ be cuspidal reps of GL(2) and
GL(3) respectively over a number field F . As-
sume that π is not of solvable polyhedral type,
and θ not essentially self-dual. Then we have
the following
(a) If θ does not admit any self twist, the func-
torial lift π⊠θ is cuspidal without any self twist.
(b) If θ is not of solvable type, π⊠θ is cuspidal
and not of solvable type.
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Example 4 (D. Ramakrishnan [2007]).
Let π be a cuspidal rep of GL(2)/F with cen-
tral character ω. Assume that π is not solvable
polyhedral and also that Symm(π) is automor-
phic for all m ≥ 1. Then
(a) Sym5(π) is cuspidal;
(b) Sym6(π) is not cuspidal if and only if we
have
Sym5(π) ∼= Ad(τ)⊠ π ⊗ ω−4
for a cuspidal rep τ of GL(2)/F ;
(c) If Sym6(π) is cuspidal, then so is Symm(π)
for all m ≥ 1;
(d) If F = Q and π is a holomorphic, non-CM
new eigenform of weight k ≥ 2, then Symm(π)
is cuspidal for all m ≥ 1.
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Example 5 (D. Ramakrishnan [2008]).
Let n ≤ 5 and ℓ be a prime. Suppose a contin-
uous ℓ-adic representation ρℓ of the absolute
Galois group GQ is associated to an isobaric
automorphic representation π of GL(n,A). As-
sume the following conditions (a),(b) and (c):
(a) ρℓ is irreducible.
(b) π is odd if n ≥ 3.
(c) π is semi-regular if n = 4, and regular if
n = 5.
Then π is cuspidal.
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4. Methods to Tackle LFC
⊚ Trace Formula
[J. Arthur, R. Langlands,· · · ]
⊚ Converse Theorem
[Cogdell, Piateski-Shapiro (1929-2009),· · · ]
⊚ Endoscopy
[R. Langlands, D. Shelstad, R. Kottwitz,· · · ]
⊚ Base Change
[R. Langlands, J. Arthur, L. Clozel, Y. Flicker,· · · ]
⊚ Theta Correspondence
[R. Howe, J.-S. Li,· · · ]
⊚ Motif and Shimura Varieties
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⊚ New Method (Idea) ???
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
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⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
Thank You Very Much !!!
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
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